Differences in health – a global problem and its various aspects
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Annals of Agricultural and Environmental Medicine (AAEM) is the journal in the columns of which for many years the scope of problems has been discussed concerning the effect of environmental hazards on the human body. It focused rather on risk related with work in agriculture and habitation in rural areas, as evidenced by the reports published in our journal. In recent years, profound demographic, social, economic and political changes have been observed worldwide, associated with the globalization, technological progress (development of new technologies), mass migration of the population within individual countries and continents, and between them. Migrations cause health problems which to-date could have been considered local, have gained global, international importance. It is increasingly more difficult therefore to consider confining to analysis the risks pertaining to an individual occupational or social group, or specified place of residence. Global studies (Prospective Urban Rural Epidemiology Study – PURE), conducted by Prof. Yusuf Salim and described in the current issue of AAEM, are reflections of this situation. In the light of migration, globalization, and technological progress, the social aspect of health problems has become of crucial importance. Also, the character of environmental hazards on the human body has changed. An example of this is the proceeding mechanization of work in agriculture, and emerging threats related with it, and change of to-date risks. Currently, in the developed countries as well as in some of the developing countries, manual labour has been replaced by mechanical equipment; therefore, a sedentary character of occupational activity and risk of civilization diseases become a health problem. At present, in the majority of countries worldwide, the fact of living in a rural area is no longer associated with a life style denoting great physical effort associated with migration and performing manual household activities. Due to common access to mechanical means of transport and household facilities, a sedentary mode of life becomes a health problem. The reports included in this issue of the journal pertain to these problems and discuss currently conducted cohort studies devoted to the analysis of risk of civilization diseases – presented by Prof. Zatoński and Prof. Lars Vatten within Polish-Norwegian scientific cooperation (the PONS project). Interesting observations concern the developing countries, where there occurs the so-called double burden of diseases, which means that the hazards to-date related with the risk of infectious diseases, or those related with hard physical effort, still exist; however, there overlap risks associated with the style of life and work, which increase the risk of chronic diseases. These problems are undertaken by the report concerning the hypothesis of developmental origin of health and diseases presented in this issue. The scope of problems undertaken to-date in the reports published in our journal, concerning environmental hazards: chemical, physical and biological [1-13], for several years has been supplemented by reports touching the social aspects of risks, as reflected by many articles published in AAEM [14-17]. The presented issue, which follows the conference devoted to the cohort studies in Poland, contains reports from studies currently conducted in Poland, the majority of which are a part of global studies (e.g. PURE) or in cooperation with other countries (e.g. PONS). The reports presented in this issue concerning the cohort studies conducted in Poland indicate that the above-mentioned global phenomena frequently contribute to the deepening of the differences in health in many aspects: between urban and rural areas, between various social groups, between worse and better educated parts of societies, and between rich and poor inhabitants of our globe. In Europe, this is well reflected by studies conducted by Prof. Zatoński within the HEM project [18], or the studies conducted by him in cooperation with Prof. Larsen Vatten within the PONS project,1 globally coordinated by Prof. Yusuf Salim within the PURE project [19]. These very valuable studies were presented by their authors in Warsaw, for which I would like to express thanks to all lecturers in the name of the organizers. I would also like to express my thanks to Prof. Paolo Boffetta for making the presentation and presiding over the conference, and Prof. Alan White for an interesting presentation concerning the health of males in Europe, resulting from the report which he prepared [20]. I express thanks to all researchers from all parts of the world for coming to Warsaw and presenting here in Poland their own studies and reflections concerning differences in health and the causes of these differences. I very much appreciate that it was possible to present the experiences from research on differences in health in Poland, the part of Europe which within the last two decades has been experiencing the process of political, economic and social transformation. This has led to a considerable improvement in the state of health of the population living in the whole of Central-Eastern Europe2 which, however, at the same time, caused many perturbations associated with these transformations [21]. As a result, health differences between the countries of so-called new and old Europe are not equal. This was very clearly shown by Prof. Zatoński in his presentation during the plenary session of the conference. The results of observations made in Poland concerning differences in health allow the drawing of more conclusions – since the period of transformation in Poland

1. Scientific conference on health differences in Polish population and primary prevention (29-30 September, and 1 October 2011) organized by: The Maria Sklodowska-Curie Cancer Center and Institute of Oncology in Warsaw.
and other countries of Central and Eastern Europe, we have also observed the phenomenon of the double burden of diseases [22], despite the fact that the majority of these countries are no longer classified as low-income countries, but as middle-income countries. The considerations with which I came away from this conference, and the resulting reports published in this issue, allow me to presume that a political system in which the population lives, and not only their social position and material standard which are often excessively publicized, exert a great effect on the occurrence of differences in health, [23–25]. After the period of transformation in Poland, and perhaps in other countries of our part of Europe, the differences in health resulting from social position do not seem to be as big, as it would appear from the above-quoted reports. This may be the only positive aspect of living in the former system. I would also like to express thanks that such outstanding researchers have agreed to publish in the columns of AAEM their considerations and reflections concerning the scope of subjects undertaken during the conference.
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